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PRE-GROUTING PROTECTOR WATER BASED
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Stain-proofing test carried out on Vicenza stone and terracotta.
The untreated section absorbed the grout deep down, which made it
difficult to clean after laying.
The treated part did not absorb the grout and it was easy to remove
with the specific detergent.

WHAT IT’S FOR
Water-based water-repellent
protector against soiling that occurs
when fixing. Makes grouting and
cleaning easier without altering the
material’s appearance.
Ideal for absorbent materials such
as terracotta, quarry tiles, natural
and reconstructed stone and
agglomerates.

ADVANTAGES
Protects against grouting.
It does not affect adhesion between
grout and material.
It makes cleaning after laying simple.
It reduces drying times, making
subsequent treatment faster.
Does not affect the material’s
appearance.
Non sacrificial.
Easy application.
After the application it is possible to
apply any kind of protection treatment.
This product has extremely low
emissions of VOC: certified by GEV
and marked by EC1Plus and helps
towards gaining credits for the LEED.
COVERAGE

With one litre:

Packaging
1 litre cans in boxes of 12.
5-litre cans in boxes of 4.
WARNINGS
• Keep out of reach of children.
• Do not disperse into the environment after use.
TEMPERATURES
Storage temperature: from 5° to 30° C
The product must be applied to material with a temperature
of between 10° and 30°C.

Terracotta rustic Tuscan, polished 15/20 m2
Terracotta handmade, Spanish, hollow tile, brick 7/10 m²
Pietra
10/20 m2
“Coverage shown is for guidance purposes only
and refers to single coats”

LABELLING
No safety and risk labelling or instructions are
required, as the product is not classified as hazardous
under current regulations.

HOW TO USE IT
No dilution required: ready to use.
Application:
Shake before use. Remove any dust from
the surface to be treated. It can also be
applied with a flat paintbrush or a fleece pad.
Also apply to the edges of the laid material
with care. Grouting can be done the day
after application, taking care to sponge
off the excess before it dries completely.
Once thoroughly set, wash the surface
using the most suitable detergent for the
kind of material used. Assess which type of
subsequent protective treatment to complete
the protection cycle.
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY:
spray the product (airless system) on vertical
surfaces until they are saturated and use
appropriate PPE, as indicated in the safety
information sheet.
Caution:
Carry out a patch test on a small surface area to
check for any changes in colour.
Do not apply the product externally if rain is
forecast.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Appearance: liquid
Colour: milky white
Odour: typical of resin
Density: 0.999 kg/l
pH: 4.7
This information is the result of our most up-to-date
technical know-how and is based on ongoing laboratory
research and testing. Nevertheless, for reasons beyond
our control, any suggestions always require appropriate
analysis, testing and monitoring. Fila shall not accept any
responsibility for improper use of its products.

COMPOSITION
A blend of resins in emulsion dispersed in water.
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